
Pooka’s Page for Grownups

Happy Lughnasadh, everyone!

In this issue we're delighted to welcome two more members to our Pooka Pages Team.
Heather, an artist, photographer, naturalist  is raising her two little pagans on a farm in Ohio.  Heather feels
that art and creative activities are extremely important to a child's development so, when I asked her to take
over our "WitchCrafts" column, she graciously agreed.

I've admired Heather's crafts for quite some time and I can't wait to see what she has in store for your
children.  If her project in this issue is any indication, there will be fun times ahead for your whole family!

Carolina Gonzalez, from the Canary Islands, is another wonderful artist.  Besides drawing and painting, she
also does sculpting and makes beautiful, magical jewelry.

We all adore Liliane Grenier's  exquisite pagan themed coloring pages!  But one thing we know about kids is
how much they love to color, so when Carolina offered to contribute additional coloring pages along a
slightly different line, I was delighted... and I think you will be too.

If you'd like to see more of Carolina's artwork, just stop by her on-line shop:
caminodeyara.indiemade.com
She's also open for commissions on illustration work.

Pooka, I and our entire Team all hope that you and your family has a wonderful First Harvest Celebration!

Blessed Be!
Lora & Pooka

www.pookapages.com

www.facebook.com/PookaPagesTeam



Also known as Lammas, Festival of First Fruits, First Harvest - This is the first of the three harvest
celebrations.  Earth’s bounty becomes ripe for gathering.  The first loaves of bread are baked from this year’s
grains.  Fruits, such as lemons, berries and peaches, are ready to be canned or made into pies and jams. In
the midst of all this activity, people still find time to gather at County Fairs that are today’s version of the
ancient Lughnasadh Festivals.
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Farenheit Magick

Pooka was pretty sure that his whiskers were melting.  Right down his furry little cheeks.
Elsie called it a heat wave, but the cat knew better.  He'd been to the beach and he knew all about waves.  They

rushed in with a lot of noise, and then obligingly and immediately went out again.
This intense heat had arrived silently and had stayed for over a week now.  Therefore, in the cat's opinion, it was

not a wave.  It was a Heat Invasion.
Even normally busy little Thistle and her fairy friends were parked under the shady ferns in the forest, glassy eyed

and fanning themselves with leaves.
He and Elsie lay on top of the covers at night with the windows wide open, but it didn't help. It was even too hot

to sleep.
So the tired cat was understandably grouchy when Elsie reminded him on Wednesday that it was Market Day.

This meant trudging down the long, dusty path to the village under a blistering sun and then trotting on fiery
cobblestones that burnt his paws.

"Go without me," he told her.
The witch nodded.  "Okay.  But that means I get to eat your ice cream as well as my own."
Pooka's eyes flew open.  He'd forgotten that last stop at the cafe after the shopping and errands were done.
"Wait!  I'm coming!" he said.

The main street through the village was lined with colorful stalls selling assorted wares and produce.  Their first
stop was to deliver an order of dried herbs to  Emily, the Flower Lady, who used them in her fragrant potpourris.  As
they arrived, Emily was waiting on Miss Mary, the church organist, and the woman was NOT happy!

"I can't put these bouquets on the Lord's altar!" she declared.  "They're a disgrace!  Look at them - all limp and
wilted!"

Emily pulled a hanky from her pocket and dabbed the sweat from her face before snapping at the older woman.
"Well, Miss Mary, so am I!  We are All limp and wilted... and that includes the flowers.  If you don't like it, then why
don't you just have the Lord do something about this weather?"

"Well, I never!" gasped Miss Mary and abruptly stomped off.
The normally sweet natured Emily stuck her tongue out at the retreating figure of her customer and then turned to

Elsie.  "I've a good mind to just close up early today.  Everyone is so grouchy and I haven't sold a single thing!"
The witch and the cat stopped next at the pharmacy to deliver an order of calendula sunburn lotion.  The story

there was the same.  Impatient people crowded in line at the counter, all quarreling and squabbling.
A young man's shopping basket accidentally bumped into a little girl with a bad sunburn.  The child cried and her

mother threatened to dump an entire bottle of Lady's Hair Remover on the man's head.  Elsie quickly intervened with
some of her lotion.

Everywhere they went, people were rude and sniping at each other.  The heat was making everyone miserable and
the older villagers agreed it was the worst in 20 years.

Finally, their errands were finished and they found a table under an umbrella at the sidewalk cafe.  Elsie ordered
ice cream for them both, but the waiter apologized and told them there was no ice cream.  The cafe's freezer had
broken down in the heat.



Pooka, perched in his chair, planted his front paws on the table, looked at the witch.  "That does it, Elsie!  We
have to do something."

"I know, Pooks, and we will."
Pooka had read that witches sometimes did magic with the weather and that this was very serious stuff, not to be

undertaken lightly.  But he'd been a bona fide, pentacle-wearing Familiar for over a year now.  The little cat figured he
was up to the task of assisting her in this major ritual.

When they got home,  Elsie picked a few early apples from the tree in their garden.
She also plucked a few lemons from another small tree that she kept in a large pot by the herb room door.  And

then she gathered Lavender from her garden.
"These will help us fix the situation," she told the cat.  Pooka nodded.  He knew there was powerful magic in

herbs.

They went into the kitchen where Elsie lit a pink candle next to the stove.  She swept the
room with her broom and then lit a bundle of dried rosemary, sage and lavender and waved
the smoke around, purifying and cleansing the area.

Then she stood in the middle of the kitchen and raised her arms.  She called out:  "The
Magic, the Elements and I are One!  Spirits of Earth and Spirits of Air, Spirits of Fire and
Water.  Lend me your Power!"

Pooka's fur seemed to crackle and stand on end from the Energy that was summoned.
He was very worried that lightening would strike them and that cooling raindrops were going
to start falling right there in the kitchen.

They didn't.... and Elsie's next move really surprised the little cat!  She started to bake a
cake.  Actually, she started to bake several.

She added her ingredients into a large wooden bowl.  "Oats and flour are for Earth and
the Mother of Life," she said. She grated some rind of the lemon for joy, added chopped
apples for friendship, an egg for fertility to make the spell grow and some milk to nurture it.
"Cinnamon, nutmeg and clove will act as catalysts to the other ingredients and spice up the
spell," she told Pooka.

She poured the batter into baking pans and put them in the oven.
"Your not going to change the weather?" Pooka asked.  He was very disappointed.
"No," laughed Elsie.  "The weather is in the Hands of the Goddess and people should not

meddle with it, either through magic or their actions on the environment.  One little change
here could upset the delicate balance and create huge changes somewhere else."

"So, what are we doing?" Pooka asked.
"We're helping the villagers," she said.
Then she began squeezing the lemons.  "Lemon for the sun, for joy and friendship," she

said.  Pooka gazed at the pitcher of juice and nodded.
Elsie made a syrup of the lavender flowers and sugar.  She told him: "Lavender raises awareness, washes away

anger and brings peace. Sugar represents the Sweetness of Life."
As the kitchen filled with the fragrance of apples, spices, lemons and lavender, the pink candle next to the stove

seemed to glow brighter and brighter.  In fact, a pink glow seemed to have settled over the entire kitchen. Pooka even
felt  it creeping inside of him, filling his furry little chest with a wonderful, warm fuzzy sensation.

He gazed up adoringly at his witch and heard himself purring: "I love you, Elsie!"
"I love you too, Pooks."

The next morning dawned hot and sunny again, but Pooka stretched the lazy reach of a cat who has slept well.
Elsie was already up.

"Come on!" she said.  "We have to get to the village."
Pooka trotted downstairs and noticed the wagon in the entryway by the front door.  Elsie had already half packed

it with apple cakes, jugs of Lavender Lemonade and... her mandolin!  The little cat stopped in his tracks.  Was Elsie
going to sing?

Pooka didn't like to be critical, but his witch's singing sounded somewhere between a chainsaw and two cats
fighting.  It would ruin their spell!



So the little cat did what any responsible Familiar would do.  He grabbed the neck of the instrument in his teeth
and dragged it behind a chair in the parlor.

He then dashed to the kitchen where Elsie was gathering small canning jars.  "These will work for lemonade
glasses," she smiled.  She carried them down the hall to the wagon, nestled them inside among some napkins and then
stood back and frowned.  "Where's my mandolin?  Didn't I pack it?"

Pooka gazed up at her with an expression of innocent ignorance.
The little witch ransacked the house, finally finding the stray instrument behind the chair.  "What's it doing

there?" she wondered and tucked it firmly back in the wagon.
She then trotted back to the kitchen for a checkered tablecloth to lay on the ground.
"Great Goddess's Petticoats!" cursed Pooka.  He grabbed the mandolin again and this time dragged it Bumpety

Bump Bump up the stairs.  He hid it under the bed.
He dashed back down, arriving next to the wagon at the same time Elsie did.
She stared at the wagon.  "Blessed Be!" she exclaimed.  "My mandolin's missing again!"  She glared at the cat.

"Pooka?"
He furiously began washing his tail so he wouldn't have to answer her.  Elsie glanced up the stairs and nodded.

"Right," she said.  A few moments later she marched back down them, the instrument clutched in her hand.  She placed
it back in the wagon.  "Pooks," she sighed, "Music can be a very important part of a spell."

Pooka looked down and began washing his chest.  "Not the way you sing," he muttered under his breath.
But Elsie's hearing was very good.  "I enjoy singing.  And the God and Goddess like it when I do.  That's all that

matters. Besides, I'm not going to sing.  I'm just going to play the instrument.  And I happen to play very well."
Pooka exhaled in relief and jumped to his feet.  "Then you should stop wasting time by loosing your mandolin,"

he said.  "Are you ready to go?"

They trudged to the village, dragging the wagon
and set up in the Green at the center of the Village.  The
"Green" was a little park area of grass and trees, with a
small pond and a gazebo where bands played on special
occasions.

Elsie spread her checkered cloth under a tree and
pulled out the mandolin.   She began playing a joyful,
yet unusual tune.

Pooka sat next to her and watched the people
around them.

"Stupid ducks!" yelled a little boy and threw a rock
at the flock gathered in the water.  Luckily, he wasn't a
very good aim and the birds only squawked in alarm.

"Hey!" said Elsie and stopped playing her music.
"What's wrong with the ducks?"

The little boy came over.  "It's hot and I want to
swim.  But if I do they'll bite me."

Elsie smiled.  "I bet the ducks would share their
pond with you.  Here, have some apple cake."

The boy grabbed some and took a big bite.
"Thanks!" he said.  "Say, that's really good.  Mind if I
give the ducks some?"

The little witch chuckled.  "No, they're probably
hungry too."

The boy nodded and dashed toward the pond, his
fists full of something more friendly than rocks.

Elsie resumed playing on her mandolin and a few
minutes later the church organist, stopped next to them.
"I see you two found a shady spot."

Elsie nodded and smiled. "You look hot, Miss Mary.
How about some Lavender Lemonade?"

The older woman sat on the cloth next to Elsie and accepted a glass gratefully.  "This hits the spot!" she sighed.



"Apple cake?"
"I'd love some!"
They talked for a few minutes and then Elsie said casually, "You know, in the old days, people used dried herbs

and wilted flowers to strew on the church floors.  That way the fragrance was released as people stepped on them
coming in.  Sort of like incense but without the smoke."

Miss Marry nodded and took another sip from her glass.  "I remember reading that somewhere." Then her eyes
popped open and she exclaimed, "That's it!  That's perfect for this Sunday!" She jumped up and handed the glass back
to Elsie.  "Sorry, honey.   I have to go find that dear, sweet Emily immediately.  I wonder if she has any flowers left?
Oh, I do hope she'll forgive my rudeness yesterday..."

The rest of the morning and afternoon went like that - People coming over, lured by the music and the shade of
the tree, staying for lemonade and apple cake, and then suddenly remembering a relationship that needed mending.

As the pitchers grew empty and the platters became bare, peace was slowly restored to the village.  Pooka turned
to Elsie and said, "It really is magic!"

Elsie grinned.  "Kindness is always magic."
Suddenly Pooka spotted Lavinia Hinkle, the Town's Meanest Grouch, striding across the Green... and she was

heading straight toward them!
"Umm, Elsie?" he asked.  "Does this spell work on all types of grouchiness?  Or just weather related ones?"
The witch glanced up and saw Miss Hinkle almost upon them.  She hastily began packing up.
"Time to go!" she said.  "Besides, we're all out of cake!"





The Wheel of the Year
by Carmen Sanchez Bezzard

(Pictures from Clipart)

There are many different people who believe different ways.
There are many different celebrations for the same kind of days.

As Wiccans we celebrate nature and her seasons,
With eight holidays for eight different reasons.

Our holidays are called Sabbats and each has a name,
There is Yule, Imbolc, Ostara and May 1st is Beltane.

There is Litha, Lammas, Mabon and the Halloween harvest is the last.
Wiccans call it Samhain…it marks the year that has passed.

The Wheel of the Year holds all these special days,
As nature teaches us to celebrate in very natural ways.

We will start in December, as the year goes around
And end in October, when the leaves cover the ground.

With the calendar year now drawing to an end,
The snow and the cold are upon us once again.

The Wheel of the Year now makes a turn.
And for the sun’s warmth, we begin to yearn.

A tree from the forest with tinsel and lights,
Does much to bring warmth to the coldest of nights.

A Yule log on the table, a pine wreath and some gifts,
And outside you migh see a few snowy drifts.

The days at this time will now become longer,
As the rays of the sun grow brighter and stronger.

So welcome this season with love, joy and fun.
This Sabbat of Yule honors the rebirth of the Sun.

In February comes Imbolc, and candles light the night.
With the days often dreary, we warmly welcome this light.
We honor Brigid, a fire Goddess of poetry, healing and art.

And now is the time to create what is truly in your heart.

Imbolc is also Oimelc, which means the ‘milk of the
ewe’,

And soon the baby ewes will be coming into view.
We look forward to the warmth of Spring and warmer days to come,

Yet still enjoy the colder days that are heated by the sun.



Spring Equinox, called Ostara, is a time of rebirth,
And crocus bulbs and green grass start sprouting from the earth.
You’ll see chicks and little bunnies and wee birds starting to fly.

And gentle spring showers will fall from the sky.

Day and night are equal; we dye eggs and eat a chocolate bunny too,
We honor Ostara, Goddess of the East; as the earth blooms anew.

It is a time for planting tiny seeds in the cool, dark ground.
And daydream of the blossoms that will soon be all around.

The Sabbat of May 1st is called Beltane and filled with glee,
We have fun dancing around the Maypole with friends and family.

The Maypole is wound with ribbons of colors dark and light.
And sometimes great ‘Belfires’ burn throughout the night.

The Maypole, a symbol of the God, rests within our Earth Mother,
A symbol of the Goddess, and our connection to each other.
Mother Nature shares her many colors on this Beltane day,

So take the time to notice them before they fade away.

To the heat of Midsummer, or called Litha by some,
We journey towards the hotter days that are yet to come.

The crops begin to ripen on this Solstice Day in June,
And we know that we will be able to harvest them soon.

Many people are now picking tomatoes or strawberries by the bunch
Still others love to go to parks and eat a picnic lunch.

Summer days of Litha are hot and filled with fun,
It is a day to give thanks for the hot rays of the Sun.

In August, there is Lammas, the first harvest of the grain.
A festival of bread is also another name.

It is also called Lughnasadh, for Lugh, Celtic God of the Sun,
And now the grain harvest is enjoyed by everyone.

This harvest brings in corn, barley, oats and wheat.
And we bake special breads for a very tasty treat.
Some may use wheat or corn to make a tiny doll,

In honor of the harvest which is shared by all.

Mabon in September marks the
second harvest at this time,

And grapes are picked and cooked into jellies, jams and wine.
Nuts are plentiful at this time and we pick berries to bake in pies,

And the Harvest Moon will soon brighten up the darkest skies.

Also called the Autumn Equinox, it brings the balance of day and night,
Which means we have the same amount of darkness and daylight.

We honor the Goddess for her blessing of this second harvest we share,
And we honor the God as He protects the animals everywhere.



In October there is Samhain…some call it Halloween,
It is the last harvest and a night where magic can be seen,
We carve pumpkins with faces and place candles inside.

This is to guide the spirits of our loved ones who have died.

We share a feast of thanks for the many blessings we share,
A feast for our loved ones to show them we care.

A cookie, called a soul cake, placed outside your home,
Reminds your loved ones that they are not alone.

These eight days that we share are sacred times you see,
A time of celebration for friends and family.

As we share our faith, with joy and with love.
We honor all our blessings, from the God and Goddess above.

They are with us always, in everything we do.
They are living in our hearts; they are within me and you.

They connect each of us to everything we see.
Each rock, flower, person, and even each tree.

Help take care of the earth, pick up litter on ground.
And notice all the little things that are all around.

The changing colors of the leaves, the gentle rain from sky,
The snow clinging to a tree, a bird flying way up high.

And always offer yourself to someone else in need,
Plant a bit of kindness and be the strongest seed.

All these things you do will celebrate your faith and make you whole,
And your love light will shine from the depths of your soul.



Lugh the Sun King Fruit Treat
What better way to honor the Sun King then with a fruity, delicious sun!

1 Large Seedless Orange
Fresh Blueberries or Raspberries (Fruit of the Harvest)

1 Paring Knife
1 Round Plate

Cut THREE orange slices about 1/4” thick (You may need a grownup's help with
this)
A—Keep one slice as is

B—Cut another slice in half and peel the rind off one half.
C—Cut the last slice and the leftover half slice in sections.

Place the orange slice in center of plate and arrange the orange sections around the
outside to resemble the sun’s rays.

Add the berries to the tips of the rays and for the eyes and nose.  Add the orange rind for a smile.
 Admire and share your Sun King and enjoy your refreshing creation. (Note: If you have a red licorice string that would
work well for the mouth and you can eat that part too.



An Edible Tic Tac Toe Lughnasadh Game

To honor Lugh and his love of games, try your hand at making and then playing this ‘edible’ Tic Tac Toe. It
will be so much fun with family and friends. Oh, and the Winner gets to eat the game pieces!  Afterward, just
grab some more ad play again. When it is time to stop playing you can have the graham crackers for a
snack or crumble and sprinkle them outside for the birds and animals. You are honoring the harvest and the
animals while having fun at the same time.

Things you will need:

9 Graham Crackers Squares (Grain Symbol)
1 Small Bowl of Popcorn (Corn Symbol)
1 Small Bowl of Goldfish Crackers (Grain & Sun Symbol)
1 or 2 Small Tube of Icing-Color of your Choice (For Fun)
1 Tray or Plate covered with Plastic Wrap

Put four dots of icing on the back of each graham cracker.

Place the graham crackers on the tray, frosting side
down, to make your Tic Tac Toe board.

Now using your icing tube make lines on your tic tac
toe board.

You can start playing Tic Tac Toe with a friend or family right away. At the end of the
game, the Winner gets to eat all the game pieces.  Then, grab some more and play
again!



Oats

Pooka sat on the kitchen table next to the cream and sugar and
waited for his breakfast. "No raisins in mine!" he reminded Elsie
(as he did every morning).
She smiled as she ladled their oatmeal into bowls.  And then she
did a curious thing:  She spooned some of the hot cereal from the
pot into a 3rd bowl and set it on the windowsill to cool.
"Is that for Edgar the Crow?" asked Pooka.
"No," said Elsie.
"Is Thistle the fairy coming for breakfast?"
"Not that I know of," she said.
"Then what's the 3rd bowl for?"
"My arm," Elsie told him.
The little cat's ears sprang to attention.  "Your arm is hungry?"
Elsie laughed.  "My arm has a rash.  I got it working in the garden yesterday. When the oatmeal cools, I'll spread it on
the rash and then wrap a light bandage around it. It will stop the itching and my arm will be completely healed in no
time!"
Pooka looked at her in surprise.  "Oats are a medicine?  Does that mean they're an herb?"
Elsie nodded and said, "Granny Witch always said that oatmeal is sovereign inside and out."  She sprinkled a bit of
brown sugar over each bowl and then added some raisins to hers.
"Don't forget the cream," Pooka reminded her. Elsie added the cream. "More please?"
The witch rolled her eyes as she tipped the pitcher one more time and then asked, "Would you like a little oatmeal with
your cream?" - but her sarcasm was lost on the cat.
"I have some, thanks," Pooka purred happily.  "Tell me more about oats."
Elsie sat down to her breakfast and said,  "Actually, it's an excellent Lesson for this time of year.  Lughnasadh is in a
few days and, as you know, one of things we're celebrating is the grain harvest.  And oats are a grain."
"And they make my tummy happy!" the cat added. His little pink tongue was rapidly lapping up the sweet, creamy
cereal.
"Your tummy won't be happy unless you slow down," Elsie told him sternly.  Pooka raised his face out of the bowl,
looked up at her and burped loudly.
He grinned. "Go on with the Lesson. I'm listening."
The witch chuckled at her silly cat and then continued her lecture: "Oatmeal is one of the first foods a person who's
been really sick can start eating.  It's loaded with vitamins, high in fiber and yet gentle and easy to digest. It also has a
calming effect on the nerves.  That's why you feel relaxed and happy after eating a bowl full."
"Oatmeal cookies also make me happy," Pooka reminded her and then asked," Can you use them in magic?"
Elsie nodded. "Oats are sacred to the Goddess.  You can use them as an offering on the altar.  As a symbol of
prosperity, they work great in money spells or to attract business in a shop."
"But what about the rash on your arm?"
Elsie told him, " Oats are good for all sorts of skin irritations.  I use them for everything from insect bites to stinging
nettle.  I also suggest an oatmeal mask for my teenage friends who have problems with their complexion and my older
friends who are fighting dry skin and wrinkles.  Oats really are an amazing plant."
"And tasty too!" added Pooka as he licked the last bit from his bowl.



Harvest Spirit Dolls
by Heather Calluna Bruce

Spirit dolls have been used throughout history by cultures all over the world for healing, protection, spells,
and much more. You will learn how to make a harvest spirit doll to call forth abundance of a good harvest in
the coming season.

What you will need:
Air dry clay
2 sticks (one about 12” for the body and one
about 8” for the arms)
String
Scissors
Pencil
Wax paper
Floss
Cuttings of wheat or other grains
Feathers, flowers or other seasonal cuttings
to mix with the grains
Fabric scraps cut into strips (oranges, browns, reds, yellows, greens)
Beads, glitter, sequins, or any other supplies you would like to decorate your doll
*Optional* clay face mold



1. Tie your two sticks together with the string to make a “t”. Cut off
the extra string.

2. Make your base to hold the doll by taking a fist full of the clay
and roll it into a ball. Set it on the wax paper and press it down
firmly to flatten just the bottom.

3. Stick your “t” into the base and
press the clay firmly around it.

4. Make the head by rolling another fist full of clay into a ball. Now you can
make a face on it with your beads or face mold if you have one, or you can
also leave it blank if you like. How you decorate it is  completely up to you
so use your imagination and have fun with it. We used a mold for one doll
and made a face from beads on the other.

5. Bundle your grains, feathers, and flowers with the floss. Cut off any extra long stems. Make a hole in
the top of the head with the pencil and insert the bundle firmly.
We tied yarn for hair around one of our bundles to make a harvest Goddess doll and inserted small sticks
in the head for antlers for a God doll.

6. Press the head onto the top of the “t”. This is where you may have to add a little more clay to your
base if the head makes the “t” top heavy.

7. Tie the strips of fabric, ribbon, and yarn to the “t” to make
the doll’s clothing. We found it was easier to start at the
bottom and work your way up to the arms.
Now let your doll dry until the clay is hardened.

Harvest Spirit Blessing
May the harvest spirits watch over the growing fields,
To bring forth abundance of Earth’s bountiful yields.

Gifting us with the grains, vegetables, and fruits to eat,
How blessed we are for this wonderful treat.

~Blessed Be~



Gnome House by Carolina Gonzalez



A Letter from Scotland

Dear Little Witches,

Pooka asked me to tell him some more stories about the special places we
have over here in Scotland. I started to talk about a magical place called
The Tinkers’ Heart. Pooka stopped me and said he didn’t know what a
Tinker was and could he eat one? Lovely, silly little cat!

Tinkers are a big clan of people who have lived in Scotland and Ireland for
hundreds and hundreds of years. They travelled around, following the
wheel of the year and worked on farms in the summer and autumn. They moved from farm to farm and when it was
time to do all the hard work of harvest, farmers were very glad indeed to see the Tinkers arrive because they needed
all the help they could get at Lughnasadh to gather in the crops.

Tinkers lived in tents and caravans, so their houses went with them when they moved around. The best place to be at
Lughnasadh ever is in Perthshire, in a place called Blairgowrie. There are many berry fields and a lot of people are
needed to pick all the yummy strawberries and raspberries. Lots of people – both Tinkers and people who live in
ordinary houses that don’t move when you want them to - go to the berry fields at picking time. When I was little, it
was a good way to meet lots of new people and to make some pocket money. We picked the farmer’s fruit and got
paid by the weight in our baskets at the end of the day. Sometimes the farmer would tell us he was going to weigh us
before we started picking and again at the end of the day, just to see how much of his fruit we’d eaten. He never did it
though!

Tinkers are also very famous as story-tellers, singers and musicians and they have lots of wonderful songs and stories
to share. It’s only recently that things have been written down – before that, all the songs, stories and music had to be
learned and remembered. And the really good storytellers and musicians knew thousands of songs and stories. Can
you imagine? How clever is that! Tinker men are also great bag pipers and many young men joined the army as pipers,
leading troops into battle.

Once Pooka realised I was telling him about people, he curled up on my lap, wanting to hear more and forgot he was
hoping for a snack. He knew I’d get to the really special place eventually! So I stroked his fur and carried on telling him
this story.

Another thing Tinkers are famous for was making things. They made paper flowers, pegs, baskets, besoms and lovely
thing like that. Many of the men were wonderful blacksmiths and tinsmiths who could shoe horses and mend broken

pots and pans. Before so many things we use in our houses were made out of
plastic in factories, people had to be more careful and having someone who
could mend a leaky kettle for you was very, very useful.

Yes, Pooka, I am getting to the Tinkers’ Heart.

Another thing Tinkers are well-known for is being really good with horses.
Years ago, there used to be a lot of horse fairs held in the summer all over
Scotland and Ireland and people flocked to them. They were big events and an
excuse for everybody to gather together to have some fun as well as to buy
and sell horses. You might have heard of one kind of beautiful working horse,
called an Irish Cob, which sometimes gets called a Tinkers’ horse. These horses
are very strong and not only did they pull caravans and carts, they were able
to do a lot of the heavy ploughing  and pulling work on a farm before tractors
were invented.



So, Pooka, Tinkers are clever people who move around a lot, following the wheel of the year and they have special
places where they meet up with friends and family throughout the year.

And what is the Tinkers’ Heart? Well, this is a very special place on the west coast of Scotland, in Argyll. At a place
where three roads meet, there is a heart marked out on the ground, made from white quartz stones. Nobody really
knows how old it is, but it is at least several hundred years old. Some stories say that the heart is a monument to all
the Tinker men who lost their lives at the Battle of Culloden. Culloden is just outside Inverness in the north of Scotland.
This battle happened over 250 years ago. A lot of men died at Culloden and their families had to flee south to escape
the fighting. Some of you will have ancestors who fought at this battle too.

What? No, not you, Pooka. I don’t think cats fought there.

People say the Heart was made by the families of those who lost their lives so they would always be remembered.
Over the years, it became a very special place in the landscape, a sacred place. It is only a small thumbprint made by
Tinkers in the huge landscape of Scotland, but this little monument to Tinkers has seen many babies named, people
married and people remembered when they die. The Tinkers’ Heart became a place where people gathered to
celebrate the big, important things in life. People moved around, but the Tinkers’ Heart stayed put on the junction of
the three roads, beating out the memories, stories and love of all the people who visited it over the centuries. I wish I
could take you there, Pooka; it is such a beautiful place. You can really feel the love that has been remembered by the
stones.

There is a wonderful author and storyteller in Scotland, called
Jess Smith, and when she was little, she lived in a blue bus
she and her sisters called Fordie. Although not all Tinkers
travel now, Jess’s family were travelling Tinkers and they
moved around all over the place. She had many adventures
and learned lots of stories. We are very lucky because she’s
written a lot of them down now and she shares them with
children in schools and adults in workshops all over the world.
The Heart is a very special place for Jess – it is part of her
culture and she works hard to preserve it and tell people all
about why it is such an important, special place.

And that is the Tinkers’ Heart, Pooka - a small piece of
Scotland that holds the hopes, dreams and memories of a
whole clan of people. How wonderfully special is that?

Have a lovely Lughnasadh and til next time,

Fiona Tinker

P.S. If you’d like to read some really lovely stories from Scottish Tinkers, try these:

Jess Smith, Sookin Berries, http://tinyurl.com/qy5gmkg

Duncan Williamson, Fireside Tales of the Traveller Children, http://tinyurl.com/o2cweuo

And, for more info on Jess and the Tinker's Heart, go here:

Jess Smith, author and traditional storyteller: http://www.jesssmith.co.uk

Saving the Heart of the Travelling People: http://tinyurl.com/pjkzdfs



Jimmy Plays With a Dolly by Evelien Roos

Jimmy and Isobel had been to the market and Isobel had bought two corns on the cob. As she pulled the husks off, she
put them on a tea towel, all in neat little rows. “Why are you doing that?” Jimmy wondered. Isobel smiled and said:
“I’m going to dry them and use them in a bit of crafting.” Not sure what crafting was, Jimmy just nodded and watched
Isobel prepare dinner

About a week or two later, it was raining cats and dogs. Jimmy moped around the house. Only yesterday it had been
sunny and warm, and now the yard was turned into a swimming pool! Jimmy felt he needed to go out, to the Stones for
some reason, and now he couldn’t. He sauntered into the kitchen, only to find Isobel placidly sitting at the table,
humming and doing something with the dried cornhusks. “Isobel…” he complained, “I wan to go out, but I can’t… I
NEED to go out. I have to be at the Stones today!” Isobel smiled, while she tied something. “Not to worry my dear
friend… All will be fine in a while.” She replied. And at that puzzling note she got up and left, leaving her handiwork
on the table. It glowed a bit like the golden rays of the Sun, late on a Summer evening.

Curious, Jimmy used the small walking plank up to the kitchen counter. From there he could see on the tabletop. On
there he saw the glow came from a small doll, made from the dried cornhusks.
 “Hm.” He wondered aloud. “What’s Magick about a puppet, made out of veggie remains?” All of a sudden the
figurine sat straight up, put her hands in her side and huffed: “HMPF! Wouldn’t expect a woodsy creature like yourself
to know, anyways!” Jimmy almost fell of the counter in surprise. “No need to be offended. I was only wondering.” He
cocked his head. “How come you are talking? No, let’s start with this one… What ARE you?” The little creature gave
a rustling bow and said: “I am Dolly. I am a Cornhusk Doll. We are VERY important on this day, Lughnassadh.”
Before she could go on, Jimmy exclaimed: “Lughnassadh! No wonder I wanted to get out! It’s the day of Lugh’s
departure! Pan’s hoofs! I wanted to see him off.” Dolly cleared her throat. “HeHEM! As I was saying… We are
important on this day. We’re used as a representation of the first harvest and kept about the house to ensure that next
year will give another good harvest. Then, at Lughnassadh the old Doll is either burned and the ashes scattered on the
field, OR buried in the field to return to the Earth.” “Wow!” Jimmy was impressed. There was a lot more to these
Special Days than he had ever thought. “Does everyone make a Corn Doll?”

Dolly sat down. “No.” she replied. “Sadly the custom is now only practiced by Special Persons, or witches and Pagans
if you like, like your Isobel, and the Native American people, who were the ones that began making us. Not only for
this goal but also as a poppet for healing, or as a representation of their family or tribe. In Europe we are made from
bundles of straw, since corn is a grain that was unknown there until they ‘discovered’ this continent. The custom is
older than that.”



Jimmy sat in silence for a while. Then he asked: “How come you can talk?” No reply. He turned and looked at Dolly,
but she lay down on the table, still as before she had started telling him off. “Dolly?” Then he heard a chuckle and felt
a familiar presence. “Sorry Jimmy, “ a deep, male voice said. “I could not resist. Come to the Stones and see me off.”
“Lugh! You tricked me!” Jimmy laughed. “But it’s raining! I can’t see you off.” He pouted. Then Isobel came back in,
carrying her hamper for outside rituals. “Come along.” She urged. “The clouds have cleared, and the Sun is out!
Perfect for a nice sending off for Lugh.” And she picked up an old, dusty corn doll from the mantelpiece. “Mustn’t
forget her!” Happily Jimmy scarpered off the counter and outside.

To make Dolly, Isobel used directions she had gotten from the Oneida tribe. A lot of Native American tribes have their
own way of making these dolls, an often they come with their own Legends.
The following Legend came to us, courtesy of www.manataka.org and belongs with the instructions for making an
Oneida Cornhusk doll.

There is a legend among the Oneida about why the Corn Husk
Doll has no face.

"So, long ago when the Creator created everything on this earth,
He created it with certain duties and responsibilities. The men
were responsible for hunting and fishing and providing shelter for
the families, and the women were responsible for working in the
gardens and cooking the food and taking care of the children.

When the parents were out doing their responsibilities, the
children were being left alone and getting into trouble. The boys
might shoot their arrows into the woods and they'd go to find them

and get lost. And, the girls were getting into trouble, or they might get too close to
the fire and get burned.  The parents were having a hard time doing their



responsibilities and taking care of the children, so they went to the Creator and
they asked the Creator for help - to make something to take care of the children.

So the Creator made the cornhusk doll, and it was one of the most beautiful
creations ever made.  The doll had a beautiful face and had the power to walk
and talk.  Cornhusk doll's responsibility was to take care of the children, so the
parents could get their work done.

The Corn Husk doll did a really good job of taking care of the children and taught
them many things.  Corn Husk doll taught the little boys to hunt and the little girls
to cook.  Corn Husk doll loved the babies and told them many stories.

One day, a rain storm came to the village. Grandfather Thunder came and he
shook his head and rain drops would fall from his hair. Lightning would come from
his eyes. Thunder would roar through his mouth.  Corn Husk doll gathered all the
children into the long house and told them stories.  When Grandfather Thunder
decided to move to another village, Corn Husk doll took the children outside to
play.

Corn Husk doll found a pool of water and when she looked in the pool,  she saw
her reflection.  Corn Husk doll saw she was very beautiful and became vain about
her good looks.

From that day on instead of watching the children, Corn Husk doll would only look
at her reflection in the water.  She gathered flowers to put in her hair and Corn
Husk doll sewed seashells on her dress to make herself look more beautiful.

Corn Husk doll was spending so much time looking at her reflection that she was
not watching the children.  They children were getting into trouble and getting
hurt.  The parents were upset and told the Creator that the Corn Husk doll was
not watching the children.  The Creator called Corn Husk doll and scolded her for
not watching the children.  As a punishment, he sent the Owl to take away her
face and her power to walk and talk.

From then on, the Oneida make corn husk dolls without faces to remind us that
we must not be vain and we have a duties and responsibilities that must be
done.





Runes by Christine Lynn Hostetler-Johnson

Ehwaz, Ehwo, Eoh, Eh
MEANING: Horse, steed, stallion, movement, gradual growth, change
ALPHABET: E

This Rune represents many different things. It can mean a change of some
sort (new job, new home, new school...). It can also indicate that progress
is being made in some way on something that is happening. So keep a
positive outlook to any change. This Rune can also refer to modern
conveyances (transportation/passage); so, go out and get moving! Go, play,
do something....anything! GO HAVE AN ADVENTURE!!!!

Exercise: Go do something different, something you have been wanting to
try but never have for some little odd reason and go do it with your family
and friends. While on your "adventure", take in all around you, explore,
learn....what do you notice? What do you see? How does it make you feel?
Write it down and discuss it with your grown up. Always keep
moving...always make life an adventure. Each day is new, go and explore it.

Mannaz, Man, Mahdr, Mann, Manna
MEANING: Mankind, World, Human being, Self-esteem, intellect
ALPHABET: M

This is a Rune of our interactions with one another as a society. It can also
indicate how you feel others see you...your self esteem. Both are very
important. It's a Rune that represents love of family, friends, and all
human kind. Your grown up sees this everyday, and as you grow; you
start to take notice. You notice that people are not so nice to everyone. It
could be for many different reasons; but deep down you know it's not
right. Be the one who puts love and kindness into the world. Help
someone when they need it. It could be they need a hug, or just a
shoulder to cry on. It could be they need help carrying a few things, or
help in a school subject. Just remember that more gets done with love
and kindness in the long run. Don't let the hate and unkindness effect
you...Learn to love yourself and all your own faults. Remember, no one is
perfect...not even me. Learning to love yourself will help you be able to
love and share with others unselfishly.

Exercise: Do something for someone....call on a family member you have
not seen or talked to in a while, I bet it will make their day! Need to
apologize for something you may have done and it's getting to you....now

is a good time to do so and admit your faults. There is an old saying in my family... "you can attract more bees with
honey than you can vinegar". Have your grown up let you smell and taste both and tell them what you think the
saying means.



By Evelien Roos

Irish Moss
Looking back, I found that I have been writing this series for over two
years now! WHOA! I always wanted the herb to fit the then current
Sabbat, but it got harder each time. So, taking a bold step, I chose to let
that criteria go. Now to the herb: Irish Moss. Actually it’s not a Moss, but
a seaweed, and very, very useful, as most herbs are.

The Irish moss became associated with the Irish potato famine that
occurred in the middle of the 19th century, the Irish moss was consumed
as a food by thousands of desperate Irish people to ward off starvation.

Consuming the seaweed as food has been a historical fact for the natives
of lands along the north Atlantic coastline, whenever hard times of food
scarcity have come upon the land. The Irish moss is also used as an
herbal remedy by native peoples in times of plenty; this humble seaweed
has been used as an effective laxative and as a home remedy to treat
persistent sore throats and chapped skin during the winter.

Irish moss is primarily used in treating chronic coughs and cases
of bronchitis. The Irish moss induces the coughing up of accumulated
phlegm in the respiratory passages. The remedies made from the Irish
moss help soothe the dry and irritated mucous membranes and ease the

symptoms of a chronic cough. The Irish moss remedy is also effective in dealing with acidic indigestion and in the
treatment of gastritis. The remedy is also useful in the treatment of all kinds of urinary infections including cystitis.

The remedy prepared from the Irish moss is usually used in combination with other helpful herbs when dealing with
the conditions.

Well, that’s it for this issue. See you in the next Pooka Pages! And remember: any weed can be a healing herb!

Evelien Roos


